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• Introduction to Huntington’s disease
– What are the key features
– What do we need to know to develop therapies

• A better understanding of CHDI
– What is it?
– How do we operate?
– How do we fit into the landscape?
– What are our biggest challenges?

• Huntingtin Lowering Efforts
– Pre-clinical
– Clinical

• How can HD Gene Expansion Carriers Help?
– Genetics
– Observational trials
– Registries

What I would like you to take away from my talk
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Huntington’s disease is a genetic disorder with an 
autosomal dominant inheritance pattern
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Huntington’s disease affects multiple clinical domains 
• “Chorea” 

– involuntary movements
• Dystonia

– impairments in voluntary movements
• Most obvious sign

– But least bothersome symptom

HD

Movement disorders

Cognitive disorders

• Slow progressive decline
• Loss of executive function

– Decision making
– Perseveration
– Disinhibited outbursts

• Most troubling symptom for affect individuals
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Psychiatric disorders

• Typically very early
– Recognized as part of HD retrospectively

• Multiple symptoms
– Depression, suicidal ideation
– Irritability
– Sleep and appetite changes

• Big contributor to familial dysfunction



What is Huntington’s Disease?So what do we understand about Huntington’s biology?

• Late onset
– ~40 years of age
– 10-15 years to fatality

• Rare/orphan
– Prevalence of 1in 30,000 in US

• Neurological disease
– Affects the entire brain
– Most dramatic dysfunction in the medium spiny neurons in the striatum
– Basal ganglia dysfunction

• Moenic
– Second gene positionally cloned for a disease in 1993
– Autosomal dominant inheritance with 100% penetrance
– Polymorphic triplet expansion of CAG resulting in poly glutamine
– No idea what the protein does or how loss of fxn/gain of tox causes the disease
– Inverse correlation between size of expansion and age of onset

Control                                   Pre Manifest                               HD           6
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To accelerate the discovery and development of 
meaningful therapies for Huntington’s disease

Accelerare la scoperta e lo sviluppo di terapie 
significative per la malattia di Huntington

Qual è la nostra missione a CHDI?
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Nonprofit	Foundation
• Funded	by	generous	private	donors
• Motivated	by	time	not	money
• No	competitors,	only	collaborators

HD	Drug	Discovery	&	Development
• Singly	focused	on	HD
• Unambiguous	continuity,	focus,	passion
• Develop	meaningful	therapies

‘Virtual’	Organization
• Real	staff	of	90	in	NY,	NJ,	LA
• Fully	integrated	across	the	pipeline
• Global	network	of	over	700	FTE

What is ‘CHDI’…Exactly?
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How Does CHDI fit into the HD landscape?

Collaborative	Enablers
• Fund	academic	research	contracts
• QC’d reagents,	cell	lines,	animal	models
• Data	sharing
• Patient	registries	and	outcome	measures

Biotech	&	Pharma	Partnerships
• Lower	the	barrier	to	entry	with	existing	assets	or	technologies
• De-risk	programs	they	own
• Provide	HD	domain	knowledge

De	novo	Drivers	of	Programs
• Our	ideas	on	next	steps	to	push	the	science	forward
• Prosecute	and	persevere	where	others	have	shied	or	failed
• Utilize	network	of	CROs
• We	own	the	IP	to	license	out
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Transcription Translation Clearance

Academic Modality Target Delivery	 Stage
UBC ASO mHTT 	mRNA	(SNP-directed) ? ?

UMass AAV?-miRNA HTT 	protein	(total) IPa Academic	POC
UMass siRNA HTT 	protein	(total) Ipa Academic	POC

Company Modality Target Delivery	 Stage
Biomarin	 ASO mHTT 	mRNA	(CAG-directed) ? Preclinical

Ionis	/	Roche ASO HTT 	mRNA	(total) IT Phase	1
Wave ASO mHTT 	mRNA	(SNP-directed) IT Phase	1

Spark	/	CHOP AAV1-miRNA HTT 	mRNA	(total) IPa preIND?
UniQure AAV5-miRNA HTT 	mRNA	(total,	Exon	1-directed) IPa preIND

Voyager	/	Sanofi-Genzyme AAV?-miRNA HTT 	mRNA	(total) IPa Preclinical
Medtronic	/	Alnylam siRNA HTT 	mRNA	(total) CED,	IPa Suspended

CHDI Small	molecule mHTT 	or	total	HTT 	mRNA/protein	(phenotypic) TBD Preclinical
PTC Small	molecule HTT 	mRNA	(total) Oral Preclinical

Sanofi-Genzyme	/	Evotec Small	molecule mHTT 	or	total	HTT 	mRNA/protein	(phenotypic) TBD Preclinical
Shire	/	Sangamo AAV?-ZFP mHTT 	mRNA	(transcription,	CAG-directed) IPa GLP	tox
Neurimmune	 HTT	Ab mHTT 	conformer TBD Preclinical

Landscape of HTT lowering efforts



The first HTT lowering clinical trial is ongoing



The Many “Tethers” to Huntington’s Disease

DNA

RNA
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CIRCUITS
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PATHWAYS

ORGANS

PATIENT

POPULATION

The many tethers to Huntington’s disease
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Using the gene to make animal models



The Many “Tethers” to Huntington’s Disease

DNA
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Observational studies have been very useful

PATIENT

“There is nothing more valuable to a drug-hunter 
than a robust observation that is made in the 

population that they seek to treat”
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Identify & characterize every affected subject on earth

• Huntington’s is a rare disease
– Important to have the largest possible catch basin

• Sub populations may have unique features
– Genetic modifiers
– Environmental factors
– Large isolated kindred's

• Enroll HD
– A global prospective observational study
– Worldwide registry of patients and physicians
– Integrated global clinical research infrastructure

• Informatics
• Bio-banking

– A platform to facilitate clinical studies in experimental medicine, 
observational studies and therapeutic trials

The Many “Tethers” to Huntington’s DiseaseCan we identify & characterize everyone at risk for HD?
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• Is it possible that the size of the triplet 
expansion affects the age at onset?

Huntington’s patients continue to provide the keys
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Huntington’s patients continue to provide the keys

• A massive ~5000 subject GWAS was conducted
• Several loci reached genome wide significance
• Found both ‘accelerators’ and ‘retarders’
• Well validated candidates genes

will soon be elucidated
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It’s All About YOU
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• CHDI Foundation
– Well-funded drug discovery organization
– Very passionate and committed only to HD

• How can HD Gene Expansion Carriers Help?
– Patients and their families have already made huge helpful contributions to our 

research efforts
– Need to keep participating in any and all trials that you are eligible for
– We are so grateful for your time, effort, and consent

• Huntingtin Lowering Efforts
– Many credible efforts moving forward in parallel
– Each has it’s own unique profile
– First agent is already in the clinic and blazing the trail

• Other approaches
– Not a “one trick pony”
– Constantly exploring other ways to modify the disease

What I would like you to take away from my talk
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